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Council Votes Raise Sorority s Grade Point
In Yearbook Fund Tops College Average

Two large financial items-one a request and the other a return-topped action at yesterday’s meeting of Student Council.

After lengthy discussion, the Council voted to appropriate
SI 100 to La Torre, the San Jose State yearbook, to aid in publication of an enlarged Centennial edition.
La Torre had requested $4800 of Student Body funds for the
project, but it was felt by both the Council and the Board of Control that the sum was too great.
considering the relative size of
the entire Student Body and the
yearbooks available.
In addition, the appropriation
was made with inclusion of a contract to insure that La Torre
publish a yearbook of at least
440 pages, six tip-in lithographed
pages under the three-color process, and a three or four dye
cover of two colors. Under the
contract. 3200 yearbooks will be
published, 3000 for sale to the
public at 86 each.
La Torre editor Ron Gilpatrick,
who had submitted therequest
along with Dr. John T. Wahiquist,
SJS President and Dr. Dwight
Bentel, head of the Department
of Journalism and Advertising,
promised that the 1957 yearbook
would be "the best yet."
The other major financial item
was an acceptance of $6135 from
the Spartan Shop, Inc. Last year,
the Council had more than $18,000
transferred from t h e Spartan
Shop Board fund (a part of the
Associated Student Body) to install new lights at Spartan Stadium.
The cum was to have been repaid in three installments, but the
Spartan Shop had shown a great
enough profit and made a "gift"
of the first installment to the
Council. It was accepted unanimously.
In other major business yesterday, the Council:
1. Appointed Grant Salzman and
Bill Sturgeon to the Committee
on Concerts and Professional Artists Performances.
2. Accepted the resignation of
Bruce Carter as chairman of the
Public Relations Committee. Carter had resigned because of his
recent election a s Sophomore
Class president.
3. Called for applications for
Public Relations Committee chairman, Campus Chest chairman, and
positions the Centennial Committee’s publicity sub-committee.
4. Appointed T om Burns as
as Freshman Camp director.
5. Appropriated $30 to the
Homecoming Committee to pay
for motion pictures of Saturday’s
Homecoming parade.

Lyke Sold Out
By 1:30 p.m.
Yesterday

If you didn’t get your copy of
Lyke yesterday it’s too late now,
for the campus feature publication was sold out by 1:30 o’clock
yesterday afternoon, according to
Barbara Noble, Lyke editor.
The magazine, that followed a
Homecoming theme, honored Bernie Wood, freshman, as Lykeable

KKG Sorority ’Delta Upsilon Frat
Ranks Highest Beat 13 Others
With Grades In Grade Average
Kappa Kappa Gamma ranked
highest over the eleven other SJS
sororities in grade point standing
with an overall average of 2.7348
for the 1956 spring semester. Alpha Phi, with a 2.7225 average.
was second.
The other houses and their
spring averages are Gamma Phi
Beta, 2.7220; Delta Gamma, 2.6708;
Kappa Alpha Theta, 2.6670; Chi
Omega, 2.6248; Sigma Kappa
2.5920; Alpha Omicron Pi, 2.5537;
Alpha Chi Omega, 2.5409; Kappa
Delta, 2.4673; Delta Zeta, 2.4604;
and Phi Mu, 2.1597.
The average for the twelve sororities was 2.6144, topping the
all-women’s average of 2.5334 and
the all-college average of 2.468.
Gamma Phi Beta’s spring pledge
class of 1956 was awarded the
trophy for the highest grade average at the annual Kappa Kappa
Gamma scholarship dessert Tuesday night.

Sigma Delta Chi
To Meet Tonight
In ’Daily’ Office
Members of Sigma Delta Chi,
national journalistic fraternity.
will meet with prospective members tonight at 7:30 o’clock in the
SPARTAN DAILY staff office.
The primary purpose of the
meeting is to let the members and
prospective members get acquainted. Coffee and doughnuts will be
served.
A short business meeting will
precede the social portion of the
gathering. Final plans will be discussed concerning sending Bob
Starr. senior journalism major, to
Louisville, Ky., as the group’s
representative to the national
SDX convention.
Members have been asked to
wear a white shirt and tie, as
pictures will be taken for La
Torre, college yearbook.

Trio Attends
Sr. Programs Ed Convention
Engineers To Hold Are Approved
First Joint Meet
The first meeting Of representatives of San Jose State engineering societies is scheduled for
1:30 p.m. tomorrow under the title
of Engineering Joint Council. The
meeting will be held in E118.
Two representatives of the Society of Civil and Construction
Engineers, Institute of Radio Engineers, and the Engineering Society will comprise the EJC, with
Engineering Division head. Norman 0. Gunderson, associate professor of engineering. advising.
According to recommendations
submitted by Alvin Hall, engineering major, to Gunderson in an
Oct. 8 memo, the joint council
will coordinate activities of the
student engineering organizations
and will sponsor activities of interest to the entire department.
Eventual handling of the annual
Engineering Open House is an aim
(Jr the joint council. Bill Lawson,
present EOH chairman informed.
Tentative functions of the joint
council include a November dance
and a barbecue in early Spring.

Wear White Shirts
Students who attend the Sar
Joe* State-Denver Homecoming
game Saturday night are urged
Ii) wear white shirts or blouses
if they expect to sit in the rooting section, according to Gary
Waller, rally committee chairman
Starting with Saturday’s game,
the rooting section wilt be en=
largest to accommodate more than
2000 students.

Graduating seniors must have
their total college program approved by the Graduation Information Office, Room 122, a semester ahead of graduation, the office announced today.
Seniors should secure majorminor forms from the Registrar’s
Office, Room 124. fill them out.
and have them approved by their
department head s. Additional
major-minor forms sholild then be
obtained from the same office,
filled out. and an appointment
made for checking and counseling with the Graduation Information Office. Any changes that
must be made to qualify students
for graduation can then be made
during the last semester in coliege.
The office has been counseling
and making appointments for
counseling during the past KWoral weeks to foil schedules of
seniors. but reports some hours
availible this week and next The
office urges’students to avoid the
rush at the end of the semester.

’Big Three Alliance
Under Great Strain

WASHINGTON-- President
Eisenhower pledged "no United
States involvement" In the Middle East fighting during a nationwide broadcast last Mght over the
major TV-radio networks.
The president also told the
nation and the world that Britain
and France’s decision to send
troops into Egypt’s Suez Canal
Zone was "taken in error."
Mr. Eisenhower has appsgiled
Delia Upsilon. with an overall that the Middle East situation be
grade point average of 2.478, top- left up to the United Nations.
ped the other thirteen SJS fraternities for the spring semester
of 1956. Alpha Tau Omega was
second with an average of 2.442.
Other houses and their spring
averages are Theta Xi. 2.423; Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 2.405; Delta
NEW YORK (UP) - Stocks deSigma Phi, 2.391; Sigma Pi, 2.379; veloped rallying tendencies in the
Sigma Nu, 2.371; Kappa Tau 2.352; last few minutes of today’s session
Lambda Chi Alpha. 2.316; Sigma after suffering their widest deChi, 2298; Theta Chi, 2.260; Pi cline since last April 10 on the
Kappa Alpha, 2.250: Phi Sigma British-French bombing of Egypt
Kappa. 2.238; and Kappa Alpha,
The upturn was a small sine but
2.206.
in some instances it ran to a point
The overall average of the four- in individual issues.
teeo SJS fraternities for the 1956
Before that recovery, losses of
spring semester was 2.348, falling three points or more had come
short of the all men’s average of into such issues as American-Ha2.420 and the all colege average %Kahan Steamship, Du Pont, Bestof 2.468.
wall Gypsum. American Home
The spring pledge class of Alpha Products, Gulf Oil. Ingersoll-Rand.
Tau Omega ranked highest in International Paper and Lukens
grades, with Sigma Chi’s second. Steel.
-

Stocks Rally
After Low Ebb

Tito

BARBARA NOBLE
I.yke Editor
Doll and Dr. William G. Sweeney,
chairman of the division of teacher
education, as Lykeable Prof.
More copies were sold of this
issue than of any other previous
issue, according to Miss Nobles
Dr. William E. Gould, adviser
to Lyke, offered thanks to Sigma
Kappa Sorority, which assisted
the small Lyke staff in selling
the magazine. "Ten girls from the
sorority responded to a call from
Jo Guttadaum, a member of our
staff, and assisted us immensely
with the sales," said Dr. Gould.
Feature articles also were presented on Coach Bob Bronzan,
Dr. Roger S. Muzzy, band director,
and Barbara Kelly, 1951’ Homecoming Queen.

President Pledges
‘No involvement’

Three San Jose State faculty
memters will leave for Yosemite
this morning to attend a conference of the California Council
on Teacher Education.
San Jose State’s represgntatives
at the state-wide gathering will
be Dr. William G. Sweeney, chairman, Teacher Education Division;
Dr. Gervais W. Ford, head. Secondary Education Department:
and Dr. Richard Lewis, director
of audio-visual services.
The conference will begin this
afternoon and run through Saturday.
Dr. Sweeney said two general
sessions will be held. Topics to be
considered include teacher recruitment and selection, provisional
credentials, relations of junior colleges to teacher education ’and
the adequacy and social foundations of teacher education.

Masses on Friday
The Rev. Father John Duryea
will hold two Masses Friday at

Calls

Israeli

Movtl.

Act of Open Agg ressioli ,
BELGRADE (GP - Yugoslav
President Tito warned tonight
that the Middle East conflict "is
threatening to become a war of
great proportions."
Tito charged Israel with "open
aggression."
He said British and French ac.

Ed Professor
Attends Meet

Anti-Commies
Free Cardinal
As Reds Exit

Hagerty was asked whether the
United States has decided that
Israel is an aggressor in the current situation. He replied that he
had nothing to add to what U.S.
Delegate Henry Cabot, Lodge. Jr.
VIENNA (1.1P)-- The last elesaid in the U.N. Security Council
insists of the Soviet army with
yesterday.
meats of the Soviet army withdrew
in defeat from Budapest WednesPresident Eisenhower confe!,.,1
day as triumphant anti-Communist with Secretary of State John
revolutionaries freed Joszef Card- ter Dulles for 40 minutes on the
inal Mindszenty and bore him Middle .East situation yesterday
back to the capital.
C’entununist Premier Imre
Both Eisenhowef and Dullest
Nagy’s shaky coalition govern- well) reported extolls-1y
angry
ment ’acknowledged the falsity of , over what U.S. officials sagarded
the Cardinal’s conviction on es- U evident collusion
Bripionage charges in 1949 and gala- tain, France, and Israel in secrethim a full pardon.
ly planning the suridon Israeli inThe 64-year-old primate of Hun- vasion of the Sinai Peninsula and
gary, aged by eight years in t’om- the British-French move to ocmunist prison, was escorted to his cupy the Suez Canal Zone.
palace
by Nationalist troops
Is.S..sfficials at every level were
shortly before noon.
Russian tanks which had guard- openly bitter about the fact that
ed the Communist Party head- the British and French decision
quarters and the Hungarian Par- to move into Suez was taken behind the United States’ back.
liament building throughout the
nine-day revolution formed a con- American officials said bluntly
voy at noon and left the city’s that the grand alliance with Britain and France was under the
outskirts three hours later.
greatest strain it had ever faced.

tion was "a continuation of this
Spartans
)iv
very aggression."
He said the Anglo-French-Israel
actions were Aviously linked" ’Squatt(rs
and "form one single aggression
as a whole."
I "Go west, young man, and goiw
Tito’s warning came at the
l
is the
ed advice
same time that the Soviet Union U5 with the country"
suggested
fig
orSine
formally condemned what it -call- I Li
ed the "aggressive action" Of Firi- !years ago, but the Ran Jose State
tam, France and Israel against Rally Committee has different
Egypt and made a demand for !plans for the Pioneers of the UM"immediate" U.N. Security Coun- ! versity of Denver at tomorrow’s
cil action to halt the "aggression." Homecoming rally.
If the Pioneers attempt to settle the "west 40" of the Spartan
BIG THREE BLASTED
Stadium parking lot at 8 p.m. toMOSCOW (UPI - Moscow news morrow, the committee plans to
papers charged in big, black head- point to a sign saying "Squatters’
lines today that the Middle East Rights Refused." The rally group
crisis is an "imperialist conspir- will present several variety acts
acy" against the Arab states
that carry out this theme.
Pra)da. offirial organ of the
The "city" of Spartanville will
Communist Part). charged fiat- be erected on the stadium parkly that Israel’s attack on Egypt ing lot for tomorrow’s rally and
"would never hase lain under- lookouts will be posted to watch
taken had It not enjoyed the for the arrival of the Pioneers.
support of the United states, If the Denver Pioneers attempt to
Britain and France."
homestead, however, Mr. Spsrdi Is
The government newspaper lz- prepared to issue an order to
vestia demanded that "the aggres- burn all wood that might be used
skin against Egypt must cease an- by the squatters to build a permediately." The Israeli attack manent settlement. Other circles
was described as "a premeditated call this a "bonfire."
act consorted with the Western
Ti further discourage the Pipowers as a pretext to occupy ricers. the Spartan football team
the Suez."
will be introduced. After seeing
"Israel’s ’act of war’ or "pre- such hardy, virile specimens it
ventive war’ is aimed at serving is expected the homesteaders will
the interests of the Western pow. leave the area.
era and is closely connected with
The song girls and yell leaders
the anti-Egyptian military mea- also are to be on hand to insures planned by Britain and crease the spirit of the "SpertanFrance." Pravda declared.
ville" residents.
- -

To
Rights’
Tt) All Pioneers

Richard W. Outland, assistant
professor of education has returned to San Jose State after
attending the nation-wide convention of the National Association for Hope for Retarded Children.
The convention was held in Seattle, Wash., Oct. 22 through 26.
-Outland. the delegate from the
Santa Clara County chapter of
Hope for Retarded Children, appeared before the convention on
Oct. 24. He spoke on the role
of the school administrator in
serving t he mentally retarded
child.
Outland said the convention was
attended by parents and others
interested in handicapped youngsters. as well as by public school
people and institutional personnel
who work with mentally retarded
children and adults.
A former director of special
education with the Stanislaus
County Superintendent of Schools
office, Outland now teaches A
course on the education of the
exceptional child.
Before coming to California, he
served as principal of a special United Pre- liiiondup
education center in Cleveland.
working with physically and mentally retarded children.
Outland received his B.S. tiegree at the University of Akron W
in 1936. and his M.A. from Ohio
State University in 1942. lie joined
the faculty of San Jose State last
WASHINGTON
President spiracy" aimed at crippling the
year.
Eisenhower hes instructed key Dollars for Democrats fund-raisgovernment officials not to let ing campaign in California.
the election campaign influence!
American policy or action in the I IN MAN JOSE SAIL
Middle East crisis.
SAN FRANCISCO TWot young
His attitude has been communi- men now
In jail in San lose on
Four members of the San Jose cated in forceful terms to upper
check forgery charges were acState police school will give dem- administration echelons.
cused Wednesday by the FBI of
onstrations and talk on weapons
impersonating internal revenue
and explosives at the University U.N. FUTURE AT STAKE
agents.
of Scouting at Ste,-arts Boy Scout
FRESNO -- Sen. William F.
Gilbert
camp in the Saratoga-Hills Sa- Knowland IR-Calif.) says the fu- The complaint said that
turday afternoon, according to ture of the United Nations de- V. Gaeta, 23, and Leland W Des
Orv Butts, sergeant of liaison.
pends on its ability to solve the Combes. 22, both of Sunnyvale.
represented themselves as IRS
Chief John Ream and assistant crisis in the Middle -East.
to two San Francisco
chief Ike Hernandez will demon"le the United Nations fails in agents
strate the use ii! the pistol, re- solving this very great crisis," householders Sept. 2 in order tis
volver, rifle and shotgun. Ream Knewland said last night. "it may obtain credit information.

D

on ’t Mix Mideast Issue
ith Campaign Says Ike

Student Policemen
To Deni()fistrate

6.45 and 7;45 a.m. in Newman
Hall. 79 S. 5th St. The Masses
will celebrate All Souls Day, and
Friday will be the first Friday
Two weeks of own bidding were of the month.
concluded
yesterday’ afternoon
with six girls pledging four sorority houses. The names of the girls Fair Weather Today
were released by Nancy Burke,
Continued fair weather is ex- and Butts will give a short talk go the same way as the League of
Panhellenic rush chairman.
pected today and tomorrow. To- on each of these weapona prior Nations."
New pledges are Babette Ja- day’s high should hit 70: yestee. to the demonstrations. Donald
I
cobs, Alpha Phi; Jane Amsden.
P.O.
day’s high was 68. The UP swath- Tamm. sergeant of liaison. will be DEMOS CHARGE
and Janet Romberg, Chi Omega;
MC. for the lecture period.
SAN FRANC1S(’t)
California
es-man
predictsgentiE
winthauday.,__ifennimiev_woi
if,.timp
on
the
Lori Gay %miss. Deft-g-7sta, and
Democratic leaders have charged
Dale Cullen and Melinda Schef- with the temperature dropping to , handling, use and safety involved the
S Post Office Depart ment
ter, Phi Mu.
around 40 tonight.
.
with a "deliberate political conin dealing with explosives,

Sororities Pledge
Six More W omen

Casapllad hi I silted Press
WASHINGTON - The White James C. Ilageriy MAtiC,the stateHouse said Wednesday the United ment It was his answur to a reStates still stands by the 1950 Rig porter’s question on where this
Three declaration which pledges , government stands in the Middle
assistance to any victim of ag- East crisis now that Britain and
gression in the Middle East.
France have vetoed the U.S. proWhite House Press Secretary posal for a cease fire resolution
by the United Nations Security
Council.

SLIM HOPE LEFT
WILDWOOD Investigators
Wednesday clung to Only 8 81188
hope of finding apse a 39-year-old
Negro who was Snatched from Jail
because he "talked fresh- to a
white woman.

They also said this country has
sternly warned Britain a n d
France in diplomatic messages
that their military action may
spark a major war and that they
Cannot count on the United States
to bail them out.
It was not clear what action
the United States will take next
In the Middle East crisis. But
Hagerty said top administration
officials ha% e begun w 0 r k on
"government problems and studies
in connection with the current
Situation in the Middle F:ast that
the President has asked tor."
- EDEN SPEAKs TO COMMONS
LONDON
Prime Minister
Sir Anthony Eden began a report
to the House of Commons Wednesday on the Egyptian-Israeli
crisis and the Suez Canal amid
cheers from his Conservative
backers and cries of "resign"
from the opposition Laborites.
Former Prime Minister Sir
Winston Churchill, Eden’s mentor
and predecessor, was in the packed house as the report started.
At the United Nations meeting
Tuesday, he said, the United
States presented a resolution
which was in effect a condemnation of Israel as the aggressor in
the events of the last few days.
"We felt we could not associate
ourselves with this," he said.
Bitter oprs.sition laughter greeted this remark.
15SR CONDEMNS ACTION

MOSCOW
Russia %V, tt:Iesday night formally condemned
"the aggressive action" of Britain.
France and Israel in attacking
Egypt. It called for immediate acBon by the United Nations Security Council to halt such "aggression."
In its first official statement
sinee the outbreak of hustilities
In the Middle East. the Soviet
Government declared:
"Egypt has become a ictim sit
aggression. lit, territory has been
invaded by the Israel troops. mai
the menace of the landing of the
British and French troops is
threatening her territory."
tA1110 REPORTS BOMBING
BEIRUT. Lebanon Cairo radio
caul Wednesday that British jet
limbers attacked Cairo at 7 p.m.
12 noon ESTI Wednesday, dropping incendiary and high explosive
bombs.
The Cairo broadcast heard here
sairl ’there was no loss of life
but there was some property damage."
- VOLUNTEERS MAY FLY
A Soviet newsJERUSALEM
man_hinted Wssinday that Russian -volunteer." will fly Sovietbuilt MIG Jet Fighters for Egypt.

--ƒƒ
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Illy DON STEliF.Nsi
Dr S. l,iiid Swinger*, professor
of political science, answered a
flat and resounding "no." when
asked if he favors federal aid to
Preparing for homecoming events is quite a chore. But, it is education.
In answering this question
one time of year we especially enjoy as we know you do. It is a time from a list of major political
of the year when the college populace is working and having fun issues recently drawn up by the
together. There ,s a certain spirit in the air that no one can resist.
Chamber of Commerce of the
This is also a time of the year when our campus sororities and
fraternities, of whom we may all feel proud, are putting in long hours United States, Dr. Sooner* emhis s leo that education
of work into the construction of floats for She Homecoming parade. Phaisized
Even those who are not participating in this particular activity have should remain the eselusive
function of the states.
been caught up in the Greeks enthusiasm.
We don’t mean to overlook the independent groups who also This was the first of the educaanswers to a series of quesare working on floats. They. too, are responsible for the Homecom- tor’s
tions fired at him yesterday.
ing spirit that now prevails.
In fact we don t want to overlook anyone. We realize that there PROPOSITION 4
s%%agert said Proposition 4
are numerous individuals, as well as other groups, that are working
to make this the biggest, best Homecoming ever. Special apprecia- should be voted down. "It is a
tion should go to the Homecoming Committee and its sub-commit- measure proposed and put on the
ballot b a special interest group.
tees.
The businessmen of downtown San Jose must be included among The legislature should retain conthose who deserve our thanks for helping to make this Homecoming trol over the subject matter contained. Control should not be alcelebration an extra special one during the Centennial Year.
In the past there have been many complaints directed at the lowed to pass into the hands .of
individuals
special
merchants.
The annual buying power of the college administration, faculty. terest s."
Dr. Swagert dOPS not favor
maintenance staff and students, according to the latest market survey of San Jose State, is $15,638,751. Critics contend that the cam- outright repeal of the Taftpus invests quite a considerable sum in its community, and that it Hartly Act. "It is in need of
drastic resision. but it should
isn’t receiving a just return.
not be repealed after this length
Maybe so, maybe not.
We do know this. The Downtown Merchants’ Association has of time."
As to whether the soil bank and
been very cooperative in regard to Homecoming. Merchants will
close their stores early on busy Saturday afternoon. They also have flexible price supports are the best
constructed special displays in their stores in honor of Homecoming. solutiems to the farm problem, he
Local police have agreed to block off downtown streets and said, ’The farmers I know would
answer in the negative."
direct traffic so that the parade will move smoothly.
IMPORT QUOTAS
This doesn’t sound like might& to us.
He does not favor the use of
import quotas for the protection

EDITORIAL
Homecoming -- a Great Time of Year

Party Time

EXPLAINING BAD SHOWING

hen he was chased from

mound in first inning of game s..sh Japanese all-stars, Don
Newcombe, Brooklyn pitcher, says he is suffering from
a sore arm which was responsible for his bad performance in World Series. Japanese dancer has just tied "hachimachi" around head during a Tokyo reception. Maybe
(Istarnationai Soundphoto)
IL Will change Newk’s luck.
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Three New York
Papers Comment
On Israeli Crisis
It

I nited Press

Editorial comment on the Israeli march into Egypt:

The New York Times: "The
threat of new war again stalks
through the Middle East .. . The
situation is of immediate concern
to the United States as Well as to
Britain and France because they
are pledged to maintain the peace
in the Middle East."
New York Hearld Tribune: "The
American people sympathize fully
with the people of Israel in the
mounting tensions that have built
up on every border of the state ...
Nevertheless. the United States,
Great Britain and France are on
record as determined to resist any
aggression in this region ... The
united efforts of the western powers, of the United Nations, and of
every nation that hopes to prevent
setting the Middle East on fire
should be directed toward pre.enting this situation from getting
out of hand."
New York Daily News: "We
only hope the conflict can be localized. kept confined to Israel and
Egypt but wouldn’t bet on it ...
So there is now a three-ply crisis
in the world in the .Middle East.
In Hungary. in Poland. We don’t
ant to make political capital out
of it; but, politics aside, in such a
situation wouldn’t it be the part
of wisdom to retain Gen. Eisenhower as president. and the part
of complete idiocy to vote for
Adalai Stevenson, an amateur in
international a f fa irs, to take
over?"

’The set for "Much Ado," originally designed for ju.st the one
production, will be used next summer for two other Shakespearian
productkms during the Shakepearian festival. Dr. James Wood
will be in charge of the festival.

Creeks Work
On New Floats
For Parade

Education Is the Function
of the States -- Swagert

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Bravo, two SJS peasants. for a
letter well written and sentiments
rightly expressed. Is it possible
that a party system is in the making at San Jose State College?
One party. the "Snobbocrats"; another, the "Peasantcrats"; and
then the middle of the readers,
the "Bourgoiscmts."
A natural mutational evolution of dating for a newly enrolled student proceeds thusly:
a tangential occlusion with a
"Snobbocrat" (which results In
complete disillusionment and
disapp(rintment); then through
a sampling or searching, one hecome’. a "Hourgoiscrat." Finally,
evols es a resigned self-commitment to the pure: then through
the natural approach to the
social situation, he becomes a
member of the "Pearsanterats."
Exercising the freedom of choice
and realizing that affiliation is a
matter of personal criterionthen..
and if, upon official organization,
please register ourselves as charter members one and two of the
"Peasantcrat" party.
Party members one and two.
ASS 734 SJFP (CM)
ASB 6357 SJFP (CM)
Note: SJFP (CMISan Jose Fed.
eration of Peasantcrats
(Charter Members I

Disgusted Again
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I was disgusted for the second
time when I read Mr. Poe’s second
letter to the SPARTAN DAILY.
Mr. Poe, you can’t see the trees
for the forest; you have your eyes
open but you’re blind.
First of all, let us consider Dick
O’Connor’s original letter: "If a
sports director of a radio show
reads this letter over the air, then
it must be of some value to say
the least. Any fool can see this,
Mr. Poe.
Secondly, who 111/11 Marquette
Was getting its teeth kiloliter!
in WP.consin 13, Marquette 10:
Milaconsin 14, Marquette II. If
they opre "stomping’." so was;
Stanford’s win oser Troy last
week, 27-I9. No, Mr. Poe, total
point spread does not make a
football game. The final /Wore
Is not the measuring stickc’.en-pt for the roldsmakerol.
Aft, r

tir

11,111(,11(..

MOW.,

Dr. sougert bilirs es the fed- I
eral

public housing prugratee
‘tumid he expanded, hut he is I
ill laser of pris at.’ rather than
public de% lrlinnrut
of natural
re...4mm 4.1%.
"You Will get better results by
kw. in natural resourse development in. pHs ate and local hands.
"Local needs are largely unn or ignored when resource
development. is handled on a national scale. The needs of the
people are better served through
private development," he said.
TAX CUTS

Tax cuts, Dr. Swagert said,
should be directed to the individual, not to business and industry.
"Industry doesn’t have mouths to
feed. A busi ness doesn’t wear
clothes, live in houses or" raise
children."
Should postal rates be Increased? To this question, Dr.
Svingeet ansoered: "Hates
should be increased on ’occupant’ stuff only. Rat e% on this
worthless stuff should he raised
to the point of prohibition. First
class mall rates should definitely not be boosted."
He does not favor, any further
immediate reduction in the retirement age for women under
social security. "Sixty-two is
about right for now. But considering the usual age differential between husband and wife, future
reductions are probably warranted. It should be made’possible for

a Man and his Wife to retire at
about tin; same t into "
DRAFT AM) 11-1150MB
Concerning Adlai Stevenson’s
stand regarding the draft and IIBomb. Dr. Sseagert says we should
not give up the draft if we cannot
raise an twiny of professional
soldiers large enoin,,h to meet our
world obligations. But he believes
Stevenson’s proposal is "a step
In the right direction."
As for the HRorthh, "There
Is no use testing anything untraa
there Is something of wientific
aloe to lw gained. We already
know we can make the bonds,
and everybody else knows no.
can."
"Come Nov. 6," Dr. Swagert
said, "I am going to vote for the
electors who are pledged to Mr.
Stevenson. I would prefer to trust
the friends of Stevenson in the
key administration posts that arc
aow filled by the friends of Eisenhower.
IKE WILL WIN
"But I think Ike will win. Ile is
so very popular with the people.
The people who are critical of the
administration’s polie’c, do not
blame EL:enhower. They blame
his subordinates. Ile has the advantage of being the incumbent,
and his personal popularity probably will awry him to victory.
He will not do as Well in California
or in the south, hut he will probably do well enough to win," he
concluded.

The Greeks, as fraternity and
sorority members are known to
many persons on campus, aren’t
such a had group, although many
consider them as such. True, they
might go out of bounds at times,
but no such problem has arisen at
State this year, and none is anticipated. On the contrary, the
Greeks have "come through" foi
State in many ways this year already,
Publicity work on Proposition
3 has been handled by several
fraternity. and sorority members. with the cooperation of
almost all the housen.
The Greeks also have done much
to make the card stunt sections at
the SJS football games a success.
By sitting together, perhaps in
their cliques, they have filled out
the seetion and performed their
duties well with the cards.
HOMECOMING WEEK

ning team; it is another to eive up
on them when they lose. I’m backing SJS because they give it all
they’ve got. Win, "stomped," or
draw I’m with them all tne way.
Mr. Poe isn’t one; he is many-many who feel, unlike G an y
Rice, it’s whether you win or lose
that counts, not how you pleyed
the game. Why not think over Mr.
Rice’s philosophy, Mr. Poe? Youand all the others like you might
see a beam of light penetrate the
darkness that men call Ignorance.
Virginia lost to Pitt
Kevin Swanson, ASH 4367

SORRY GANG!
CLUB ALMADEN RESERVED
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3
But drop out Friday night for an evening of
dancing tc the music of Joe Kistner’s combo
10 miles south of town on ALMADEN ROAD

ROXAS, MINDOFt0, Philippines,
(UP)---Four Japanese World War
II stragglers were airlifted today
off a mountain top where they

have been hiding for 11 years.
Tokokichi Nakagawa, first secretary of the Japanese Embassy
in Manila, finally convinced them
the war is over and they are free
to it un tO .Lipan

"I WON’T WEAR A THING
BUT TOWNE AND KING!"

eta
says A. i. NAFFIVElt, campus politician
The Greeks are now preparing
for their biggest and busiest week
WHITTIER, ILL.. Aug. 30-When
for good old Sparta. Homecoming
cross-questioned by Dean. A. L. said,
Week. This is their chance to show
"In an election year, you have to have
coordination. I was just coordinating
how constructive they can be in
the sorority vote He has ha finger in
the construction of floats for the
every pie, his eye on the polls and his
Parade. Everyone must admit that
foot on the ladder. "Every pokticiao
were it not for the many Greek
has to have trade mark:* says he.
letter organizations the Home"Mine’s coordinated knitwear. Get
coming Parade would be next to
load of this set
nothing.
Coordinated set. by TOWNE AND
Considering the o0rk and
KING: Long sleeve, V-neck pullover:
money spent by the various socoarse gauge, with contrasting stripe;
rority’ and fraternity Itttttses on
3646,-12.95
floats, and the small compensaTRW’ original "HOT TAM; to
tion they receive the Greeks
match...3.95
must be admired.
Tlik’s original ..NEKKEIC: to
Initiation Capers
match -.4.95
Their only satisfaction is to see
Jail Four Pledges
the float pass down First Street
SAN FRANCISCO, (UP)--Four in the parade and the fact that TOWNE AND KING. LTD.
University of California pledges
Coordinated A nawear
they worked together with an39313,0aJKay, Redwood City, C100/11441
to the Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity other house on the float.
gave it the old college try early
today and landed in jail for their
efforts.
They wete arrested at 3 a.m.
and found in their possession were
several road signs, a "No TresNOV. 29th via UNITED AIRLINES
passing" poster, two hub caps and
(same fight as the team!)
a ski pole, They explained they
had collected the items to qualify
Tour Leader: FRANK BUMB, SJSC ’41
for their initiation stunts.
DAYS WITH COMPLETE TOUR $389 inc. tax

earlier this year 14-13, a West
Virginia player told his coach,
"Sorry, coach. We beat them out
there today, but the score was
against us."
LOOK AT NOTRE DAME
Because little ol’ Purdue and
SMU knocked off Notre Dame,
In the first decade of California
and because MSU and Oklahoma statehood, estimates of the value
"stomped" the Fighting Irish. of gold mined ranged from $50,should Notre Dame refuse sched- 000,000 to $80.000,000 per year.
uling these "big-time" gridiron
powers? Wake Up to reality. Mr.
Poe,
Grantland Rice, the greatest
sportswriter of them all, tells
us. "For when the One Great
Scorer comes to mark against
your name, lie writesnot that
you won or losthut hors
played the Game."
Let’s take a look at the Stanford game. All Bay Area sportswriters said the first two Stanford touchdowns came easy; that
they did. ,SJS had the jitters, and
Stanford had the poiseand the
ball. The first quarter was all
Stanford. But the second quarter
and especially the second half
were extremely even, any way
you look at it.
FIRST QUARTER HURT
Both teams fought hard, both
teams moved the bell. By throwing out the first quarter you have
a game which would have been
even-steven down to the final gun.
But the first quarter counted. Re.
sult: a 40-20 Stanford victory over
SJS.
Jon Arnett, perhaps the greatest back ever in USC history,
said of last week’s StanfordI’S( game. "Their passing %sits
sharp, hut it wag their running
thist killed us." But yet S.IS
stopped the Indian running {tame
cold. It was no stomping, Mr.
Poe.
It is one thing to hack a win-

They Really hid!

SPARTAN BOOSTER
TOUR TO HAWAII

AIR TICKET only. $250 OP ’Ind Trip
Call for Free Folcer

DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE
Bank of America Building

CY 2-9312
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SAN JOSE tiT TE

SENIORS and
GRADUATE
STUDENTS
II1

ENGINEERING
BUSINESS
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
LIBERAL ARTS

An invitation tQ talk over your future
NOVEMBER 7 & 8
with the Bell System

Pacific Telephone .

vp.or rn 1111611friiji1

Engineers, technical and non-technical
graduates to train for responsible engineering and administrative positions in
the telep,hone industry on the Pacific
Coast.
Engineering and business administration
graduates to work on the manufacture
distribution and installation of telephone equipment on the Pacific Coast,
and for field engineering on special
electronic devices.

PLEASE SIGN UP IN ADVANCE AT:

PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Coach Names Two New Starters
Mary McKean,
Laramie Move
To First Team
Denver U. Pioneers

Spartan Soccermen
Blast San Jose JC

%10011111-%
bony Report on Spartan Athletics
Thursday. November 1, 1956

SPARTAN DAILY

The San Jose State soccermen regained their w1nning ways and
Junior College team (7-0) at Spartan
Field yesterday afternoon.
Playing like a team for the first time this season, the booters
had a two goal lead at the end of the first half.
Both of the Spartan scores were kicked in by "Mickey Mouse"
Sanders Smallest man on t hello--

Page 3 outclassed a game San Jose

Are In Top Condition
Two more changes in the starting line-up for Saturday night’s
homecoming test against Denver
University were announced by
San Jose State football coach I3ob
Ihanzan.

used some classy
footwork to titian the Jaguars.
San Jose JC presented an allIranian team and they showed
remakable playing ability. A lark
of proper shoes and disorgant,ation hampered any sustained
attack for the visitors.

Cf;
PC;

to

to

D.

rala

Off the injured list and.ready to
see action are ends Chuch Alexander and Jim Moore and halfbacks Jim Riley end Art Powell.
Moore incurred a knee injury
against Arizona State while Alexander has been out since the Stanford contest with the same ailment. Powell and Riley suffered
from various ailments during the
week but are expected to be ready.

Coley Readies
Spartababes
For Final Tilt

- Show Slate -

"BETWEEN
HEAVEN AND HEW*
Broderick Crawford
ALSO

"REBEL IN TOWN"

TOWNE

"HOUSE OF RICORDI"
TECHNICOLOR
ALSO

"IL TRAVATORE"
Student Rates

SARATOGA
"I’LL CRY TOMORROW"
Susan Hayward

ALSO

"GAIT"
Student Rates

LI

EL RANCHO
"BANDIDO"
Robert Mitchum Golbert Roland
ALSO

"BIGGER THAN LIFE"
James Mason

Intramural action yesterday
found the Alpha Tau Omegas
meeting the Delta Sigma Phi
squad in a game that was replayed from Monday. Th e ATO’s
scored a 15-0 win over the DSP’s.
A Francisco pass to Dave Goodman gave the ATO’s their final
points.
Sigma Chi won by the forfiet
toute over winless Lambda Chi
Alpha and the scheduled SAE-DU
_

losers were Mehdi Mirzaborogi
and Hossin Karimahadi.
After the halftime. San Jose
poured it on and made a rout of
it. Within two minutes the Spartans scored Orlin as Berend Boo
kicked home a goal.
Five -minutes later, John Rodriguez knocked in a goal with his
head.
The Spartans poured in reserves
as Coach Julie Menendez had San
Jose try to hold down the score.
Sanders accounted for three
goals, Boa, two, and Rodriquez.
two, in the team win.

Freshman football mentor Max
Denver is in its best physical
shape of the year with only full- Coley has been preparing his yearback Bill Korn on the doubtful ling squad for its final and toughest game of the season tomorrow
list.
at 2 p.m. against the College of
Pacific freshman team at Spartan
Stadium.
"We’ll definitly go to the air,"
Coley said. The Spartababes possess two strong quarterbacks in
Mike Jones and Roger Weiland.
Jones was an all-PAL quarterback for Lincoln High School in
San Jose last season, and Weiland
has been a "poor man’s Ronnie
Knox." He has played for three
Southern California schools. Caa.
thearal, Glendale Hoover and San
Bernardeno.
For the greatest car of the year, for
Joises will open In tomorrow’s
the greatest byy of the year. corne
contest, but Weiland, who has
.nto Healey Motor Co., 477 So. been hampered with an ankle inMarket St. and see Jack Scheberies,
jury, has been showing sOme spark
Plymouth repre- and is pushing Jones.
yOUr Chrys’, s,-.1
Either track star Ray Norton,
sentative.
slowed by injuries, or Bill McCluskey will open at the left half position. Norton showed good speed
in yesterday’s workouts and may
get the nod.
Coley has been working on the
defense of the yearlings who have
yet to win a game in two attempts. The COP squad is unSTUDIO
beaten in two tries.
A Great Story of
Norman Bass, brother of COP
Adventure and Spectacle
star Dick Bass. has been the big
ANTHONY
gun for the Kittens this season.
LAU RENCF
STEEL
Coley feels that if the SpartaHARVEY
babes can control Bass they will
"STORM OVER THE
have a strong chance of upsetting
NILE"
the Kittens.
AU.
"The rest of the Kitten squad
CANNON
"CAROLINA
is strong too," Coley said, "so olir
BALL"
defensive work has been stressed
Judy Can,’
this week."

CALIFORNIA

season.

Outstanding In a losing cause
t allege team
were goalie !Sassier Nleskinl, forwards Akhar Nurmanesh, Abdoul Broumand a a ii Shaoor
Mhapoor Jorjani,
Defensive standouts for the

TOP SAN JOSE FLANKER
Mel Powell, a third team All-Coast
selection last year and top scorer for San Jose,Mtate, will miss the
lIcctitrc.ntiitg game against University of Delmer Saturday. The
2110-pitinder if4 a top defensive man and will be missed as the
Golden Raiders attempt to step the Pioneers.

The win helped team morale
and pros hied a long step toward making the team a closeknit unit.

I Sounding Off I
By SAL ORLANDO

There are plenty of red faces in the city of San Francisco this
morning but the reddest one of all belongs to Anthony (We was
robbed) Morabito, owner of the San Francisco 49ers of the National
Professional Football League.
Morabito, a former resident of the Santa Clara Valley, cried to
the high heavens that he and his 49ers were jobbed by the officials
at Sunday’s clash with the Chicago Bears. Furthermore, he was going
to have Bert Bell, long time commissioner of the NFL. canned.
*

*

*

Fumble Trouble
Now that movies of the game have been made public, it may well
be Bell tying the can to Morabito. The commotion was caused when
back judge Joe Muha awarded a fumble to the Bears although for all
the world, it looked as if Charlie Powell (brother of SJS’s Art) had
pounced on the ball.
Both the’ Bears and 4fters had flickers taken of the game and
both sets show that Powell got to the hall the firateot but not with
the mostest. Brain fullback Rick Casares, a mere boy at 225-pounds,
hopped into the scramble and had the hall neatly tricked under
his arm when Matta arrived on the scene.
Morabito’s post-game statement about having Bell fired caused
a lot of headline writers to get out their best phrases. It was this
same Morabito who succeeded in having someone firedBuck Shaw-the first and only successful coach the 49ers have ever had.
Since the departure of Shaw, the 49ers have failed to break
even under the tutorship of the succeeding coaches, Norm Strader and
Frankie Albert. It might be well for Morabito to allow Bell to continue his fine work as NFL commissioner. Antonio’s time is better
spent ruining the 49ers.

*

*

*

-

The officials immediately dropped the flag while the Trojan.
went through with the play, a pass from Frank hail to Bab Voiles
for a touchdown.

The officials called the play back, and rightly so. when Stanford !
accepted the penalty. However, according to the rule book, Troy.
should have been given another down. When Trojan coach Jess Hill
questioned the officials on their action, one of them flew into a fit, !
refused to hear Hill’s side and said the half was over.
Art Lambert scored six goals to
Spartan
water
polo
team
lead the
The incident may or may not have had a bearing on the final
to a 9-6 upset victory over the outcome because of Stanford’s fine second half showing, but II
Athens A.C. in the losers pool should have been heard by the striped shirted one.
Tuesday night.
* * *
The San Jose players felt it
was their finest team effort of
the season.
Dale Anderson and Lee Walton
The game was interesting from several angles First. it was one
fouled out of the game for the of the three times where Indian teams have come thiough when th.
waved
out
Spartans. Walton was
mortgage was in the balance and have won a "must game" under
in the second quarter while An- Chuck Taylor’s reign at good old SU.
derson was forced to exit in the
strsrondly, It was Jon Arnett’s final effort in a Trojan uniform.
third quarter. Despite the losses.
Trot’s
the locals were able to outlast the Arnett’s running war something to behold. I rani, Hall.
Athens team with plenty to spare. unimmaginathe quarterback, failed to nth up the plays enough to
gite Arnett a decent chance to get ;MN,. But trntt was great.
It was San Jose’s second vicRe suffered a leg cramp halfway through the final period hut retory against three defeats In
turned to take the final kick off.
Northern California Water Pole
League action.
The return gained only 35 yards but most of that was gait,.
The Olympic Club will play the without the aid of blocking with the ’already down-hearted Trojar
Spartans in a league tilt here Just as he was attempting to get away from the last Stanford rI
Friday night at 8 o’clock.
fender, he suffered another cramp and his running career was 0..
The Frosh team will tackle LintoBetter runners may come along but we will have to tee one
in
the
latter’s
pool
coln High
with more spectator appeal than Jon Arnett.
day at 3 o’clock.

Degas

Renoir
Utrillo

Picasso

Cezanne
and others

ait

/rr b WALLPAPER C9;

Roos
puts
th i s
coat
before
the

car
It’s water
repel lent
poplin with
rib knit trim.
Collar con ver ts
to hood, white,
carel , crimson...
all with black
knit. 10-16.

17.95

FIRST at SANTA CLARA

ATTENTION ! !
ALL STUDENTS
For
For
For
For
For

quicker service
hotter pizza
choice seating
more music enjoyment
less crowded conditions

DON’T WAIT FOR THE WEEKEND RUSH
COME ON IN ON TUES., WED. or THURS.
ENJOY YOUR PIZZA IN COMFORT AT

SAN REMO’S
218 WILLOW OFF ALMADEN
5 P.M. to 12 A.M.
5 P.M. to 1.30 A.M.
Sundays-4 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Tuesday thru Thursday
Friday and

5c Juke Box
-Service with

a

--

Lautrec

411’71Mƒ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-

Special OfferPrints
20a 26 $1.15
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Lang Stanley has been carrying
on a battle for a berth on the
United States Olympic team ever
since he was nipped in the .Olympic Trials Finals in Los Angeles
in June.
Stanley is still "off the boat"
but his fight has been a strong
one and has caused national notice. Stanley fights in the best
way possible by beating members
of the U.S. team in his speciality,
the 800 meters.
In the three Olympic preview
meets held in California last
month, Lang came through with
stirring performances. Twice he
has beaten Lonnie Spurrier, the
man that nipped him in L.A.
and who holds the 880-yard run
record, and last week he beat
Arnie Sowell. Spurrier defeated
Stanley last week in Southern
California by a tenth-of-a-second.
Last season Stanley recorded a
1:48.6 half mile on the Spartan
oval, a mark which held up
through most of the season as
the top 880-yard run mark in the
nation.
Stanley shares the same situation as other U.S. athletes who
have done much better in recent
months than the men that kept
them from making the trip to
Melbourn e. A big argument
against selecting the final team
in June was that just such things
that are happening now would
occur. The final decision will rest
in the hands of the Olympic Committee

-

orimAimmic
114,

Still Has Faint
Oly-in pie Hopes

Speaking of decisions by officials, the one at Stanford on the
final play of the first half should be mentioned. With eight seconds
remaining in the half, U$C broke its huddle. ran up to the line ..!
scrimmage and ran a play without pausing the necessary one s,
ond.

Game Interesting

-

LANG STANLEY
... Olympics?

Stanford-USC Squabble

Lambert Hits Six
Goals in Victory

game was cancened by mutual
iigreotrient of both teams In coast
league play, the Itusskt won by
forfiet from the Sparvets, who
have yet to appear for a contest.

Theta Chi is unscored upon so
far this season, and holds wine
over SAE. SN, and Kappa Tau.
John Lucas has been the offensive star for the Theta Chia this

for the Junior

Bronzan previously had announced intensions of inserting Bob
Marciel into a starting center
slot. For Marciel, it is a great
achievement for one who reported
four days late to practice after
considering attending Washington
State.
Listed as doubtful performers
for the Pioneer game are fullback
Pat Hiram and ends Mel Powell
and Dick Templeton. Both Powell
and Hiram are favoring injured
legs while Templeton was running
a fever earlier in the week and
his effectiveness greatly will be
reduced.

Theta Chi, current leaders in
the National League, in intramural football play meets winless
Theta Xi today at 3:30 o’clock at
the Willow Street Park. It is the
only contest scheduled.

field, Sanders

Austin Laramie, who had beer.
listed as a starting tackle, ha,
been shifted to guard and will
start at that position, and Mars
McKean. who has been out with
an ankle injury since the week
prior to the San Diego State
affair, will get the nod at quarterback ahead of Bob Reinhardt, the
nation’s second leading passer.

ND

Meets
Theta Chi
Theta Xi Today

Saturday

Closed Mondays
smile from charming waitresses & Pizza Men-

Peqe 4
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Middle Eastern Flare-Up Becomes
Hottest Presidential Campaign Issue

Mumni Association
To Hold Reunion

Compiled by United Press
areas of tension and collision, CerIt was one of Nixon’s strongest
The ciisis in the ;Steidle East tainly both sides would respect statements of the campaign on the
was the hottest issue Wednesday United Nations Patrols where they Anti-Russian uprisings in Poland
in the Presidential campaign.
do not trust catch (ƒ11,(,: "
and Hungary. It came a few hours

The largest alumni homecoming crowd in Sparta history is expected to attend the after-game reunion and dance that will follow
Saturday na3I-it’s San Jose-Denver game, according to Peg Major,

Democratic candidate Adlai E.
Stevenson charged the Eisenhower
administration with "appeasement
and provocation." He said these
policies were responsible for the
first split "with our oldest and
strongest allies," Britain a n d
France.

Alumni Association secretary.
Some 1500 to 2000 former Spar/ant are expected for the program, to be held at Exposition Hall in the Santa Clara County

Fair

Grounds The reunion IS scheduled
t) begin about 11:;30 p.m. and to
end at 2 a.m.
The Billy White Combo will entetain. and refreshments will be
served by the Alumni Association.
Dress for the event will be "game

Space Trarel
Radio Show
On Air Tonight

clothes," the Association secretary
said.

To facilitate finding friends and
reneviing old acquaintances. three
"class corners" %sill be set up in
the Hall. In one corner, persons
belonging to classes which attended in the 1920’s’ and 1930’s
will meet, in another. alumni from
the 1940’s and in a third, former
Spartans from the 1950s.
The corners are not intended to
be closed areas. but will be to
facilitate mixing. Miss Major said.
Hundreds were turned away
from last year’s dance. held at
Havenly,Foods. this being the reason for locating the event at the
larger Exposition Hall, Miss Major pointed out.
Active members of the Alumni
Association will be admitted free
of charge. while inactive Association members’ cost of admission
will be 25 cents.

Grad From Japan
Sas Orient View
Of U.S. Distorted

-

Returning to Japan after spending five years in the United States
as an exchange student. Hideji
Muramatsu has found that many
Japanese have a distorted picture of the United States. In a
letter to Philip Persky, instructor
in English, adviser to foreign students at SJS. Hideji writes that
he is asked many questions about
this cc.- try by his former Japanese classmates.
Subjects about which the Japanese seem to be most interested,
Hideji writes, are racial prejudice.
desegregation in the public schools
and the disturbances connected
with attempts at desegregation.
When he explained these things as
well as he could. he was accused
of being "pro-American and very
conservative."I may be pro-American."
Hideji writes, "having studied
there and seen the real America.
Even though I will not be able to
see the United States again, my
heart always Melones to the United
--States. You will be surprised to
see and hear the distorted picture of the United States here in
Japan."

Space travel will be the theme
of this week’s Radio Guild performance on station KEEN tonight at 8:30 o’clock. The program
entitled "The Sound of Space" will
feature Dr. C. D. Shane. director
of Lick Observatory, and Dr. Alfred W. Einarsson, SJS associate
professor of physics, according tb
the Speech Department.
The production will give a preview of a flight to Mars and will
show the progress toward space
travel since the time of the
Greeks. It will indicate present
developments and the immediate
expectation in space travel.
The documentary presentation
has been written and directed by
Frank T. McCann, assistant prdlessor of speech.
The cast includes Lloyd Walters
as Adam; Robert George, Martian; Douglas Coleman, Capt
Martell: Glen Pensinger, a spaceman; and Kathy Orr, the saucersighter. Others in the cast are
Mike Sanders, Kevin Brodehl and
Brad Foster. Terry Simerly is
production engineer. a n d Bob
Schneider is in charge of Sound
effects.

Motor Club
Has Halloween
’Spook Rallye

More than 121 sportscars took
part in the Halloween "Spook
Rallye" held Saturday night by
the
Kings Highway Sportscar
Club, according,. to Don Fix, club
secretary.
Several San Jose State students
took part in the rally which ran
along the Tunitas Creek Road
after starting in Hillsdale. SJS
students participating were Jim
Gillespie and Dave Holcomb, v..ho
helped on the operational end of
the rally by working a "ghost"
on pulleys whiah darted o u t
across the headlights of startled
drivers.
Otter gimmicks adding to the
night were skeletons hanging from
wires. goblins and devils and a
dummy half buried in a "graveyard."
Torn Wilson, Tom Larimore, and
Bob Gifford were other SJS students in the rally. Fix urges any
students interested in taking part
in a rally or interested in formPi Lambda Theta, honor society ing a San Jose State sports car
for women in education. may club to contact him.

Women To Form
Teaching Society

establish a chapter here soon tic-cording- to Miss Helen Dirnmick,
associate dean of students.

The chapter must be started.by
Pi Lambda Theta alumnae. Miss
Dimmick urges all SJS
women who belong to the o.
ization to contact her. Thir
faculty women have been contacted.
A committee, composed of three
alumnae from State and one from
San Mateo, is planning to start
the sorority for upperclass and
graduate women majoring in education. Miss Dimmick is cornmitt’, ,,

Croup To Screen
Counsel Hopei’ Ills
Spartacatap
The Spartacanip Committee will

begin interviewing applicants for
counseling positions at the end of
November. Bud Fisher, publicity
chairman, announced today.
Faculty and student committees
have been formed to organize the
camp which %%ill be held March
9-10 at Asilomar. The purpose of
camp is to help students de...lop better techniques of personal leadership.
Student committee
members
besides Fisher. are Doug Williams,
director; Penne McLenahan and
Bill Squires, assistant directors;
ISOK IU,T
Jan Ifeter, secretary; and Pat
Two large rooms. 9- beds -P-11- Craven, Daryl Spencer and Gayle

vale entrance and bath. Reason- Grisham,
able. CY 2-5002.
- Furnished rooms. $10415
month. Kitchen. male students.
No drinking or smoking. CY 31308.

epartan Shields
Rushing Tonight

The White House announced
the President will keep his campaign date for a major national
broadcast specch in Philadelphia tonight, It said be
present "a serious discussion art
America’s position and its roic
of responsibility in the world
today."

CLIMBING EXTENSION LADDER, two rebels remove red
star from Security Administration Building in Keekemet,
,Hungary, during revolution against Russian -dominated
leadership of Soviet satellite nation.
(Itaerna tional

Engineers To Discuss
Lift Slab Construction
Lift slab construction, which is.---being used on the classroom building at 6th and San Fernando
streets, will be the topic of the
Thursday meeting of the Society
of Civil and Construction Engineers in T205 at 12:30 p.m., according to Bob Kenefick, program

Prof Claims
Job Benefits
For New M.S.

chairman.

Immediate employment at a
William 0, Muller, vice-presi- high wage is the benefit of San
dent of the Vagtborg Lift Slab Jose State’s newest mathematics
Cempans will be guest speaker at curriculum, a master of science
this meeting at which movies will degree in Applied Mathematics,
be shown.
asserted Dr. W. H. Myers, proThis new method of construc- fessor of mathematics.
Dr. Myers, head of the Mathetion was first used in 1950 and
13 million square feet have been matics Divisioo. said-that 100 stuhoisted successfully since. to a dents are now enrolled in two
top height of 13 stories, Kene- courses, Numerical Analysis and

fick’s report included. Ile added
that a concrete floor slab which
was being lifted into place in the
Bay area fell from a height of
16 feet a (ex months ago.
Kenefick inserted the thought
that there is no danger of the
classroom building collapsing because the entire construction has
been engineered by the California State Board of Agriculture
and is being built by two local
contracting firms which are approved by the State.
More information concerning
the lift slab construction method
will be given Thursday at the
SCCE meeting which is not limited to engineering students. Kenclick added that all interested
students are invited to attend.

Higher Analysis, leading towards
the M.S. der.;ree. Dr. Myers estimated that 85 of these students
are employed part or full time as
mathematicians in industry.
Dr. Marion T. Bird, professor
of mathematics, is the chairman
of the master of science committee that has planned this new
program which will be enlarged in
the spring semester.
Courses in higher algebra, advanced numerical analysis, and
programmine will be added to
the M.S. curriculum for next semester, according to Dr. Myers.
whose office is now located in
Building 0. on San Carlos street.

Starting wages with an A.B.
degree in mathematics in indus-

Stevenson, at a New York rally
driven indoors by heave rain, said
the United States "Is bound to
support the integrity of Israel."
"Surely the United States could
never condone an mprovoked
attack by one nation on another,"
he said. But he added we should
net be "too (rule:" to judge the
present Israeli-Egyptian ..ituation.
He again hit at President Eisenhower for reporting "good news"
from the Middle East two weeks
ago.
"I wonder if he really didn’t

In American political
hIstor:s." lie said Stevenson had
tried to "Inflame passions at
home and abroad" and asked
two more questions:
"Does he think that we should
not work through the United
Nations for peace in the Near
East?
"Does he think we should join
with the British. and French and
send American boys to the Suez?"
Across the country, Stevenson
quoted his remarks of last Nov.
11: "Unless these clashes cease
there is danger of all-out war
developing while we debate which
side was the aggressor. A major
effort of statesmanship is required.
"It would seem evident that the
only way to avoid bloodshed and
violence along the border is to
keep the troops of these antagonists apart. And I wonder ff
United Nations guards could not
undertake patrol duties in the

Walton Hall Group
Holds Installation

Saints Day Mass
Read at 1:30 pall.

y.

Industrial Arts Club will select

Whc.’s Who candidates today at
11:30 a.m. in the IA. lecture risme.
International Students Organization will meet today at 12:30
p.m. in Room .53.
MEN( will meet today at 10:30
a.m. in M199.

Pegasus Society will meet tomoriow at 2:30 pm, in 1116.
Physics Society will meet today
at 12:30 p.m. on the Science
Budding ’roof.
Sigma Delta Chi will meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock in J107.
Social Affairs Committee will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the
Little Theater.
Sociology Club Will meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at
N. 6th St.

Drillers To Enter
Halloween Parade

Priest Discusses
Biblical Meaning

participate in the Willow Glen
Halloween Parade today. according to IA. Charles Rasley, in-

The Rev. Father John S. Duryea, chaplain of the Newman Club,
presented the first of a series
of talks on the Bible last night,
following the regular meeting of
the Catholic group at 8:15 o’clock
in Newman Hall, 79 S. 5th St.
Father Duryea will speak on
"What the Bible Should Mean
to Us."

the first
competition of the fall semester
for the team which is led by Richard Albert.
Approximately 45 units will Ix,
in the parade.

Home cooked food. .14-e-a-r-d -is
Spartan
Shields,
sophomore
room, tir block from campus.
Baker Hall. 37.1 S. 6th St. Two Men’s honorary service society,
Margaret Warhurst, aswill hold a rush party for prossistant pioiessor of home economvacancies $65.
pective pledges tonight at 7:30
ics, will ttend the third general
WANTED
O’clock in the Student Union.
meeting of the Council for Home
Ride wanted to vicinity of
Curtis Loft, president, will exEconomies Teacher Education in
Moonlite Drive-In, Santa Clara.
plain to the pledges the function
California at Long Beach on Nov,
Will share expenses. CH 3-4345,
and purpose of the organization.
A Student Counseling Center. 2-3.
FOR SALE
Membership in the organization which staffs profeasioral counseMrs. Wai-hurst will net as re4-Ntwowar Hesseral lelectric --Be- 1,4 limited to men of sophomore or lors to assist students with per- corder at :1 group meet ine on Salrrie. Excell cond. Good for extra junior standing W ho have beei . son44 44444 vocational uiLy
aing... Tito
korno wIfl
in boarding house. A steal. $30 active in either class or sport ac- located in Building It on S. 8th be "Educating Teachers to Ilect
425 S. 13th CY 3-8562.
livities.
St.
Changes."

Prof To Record Moot

after Nixon had accused Stevenson of injecting politics into the

Middle East crisis.
Nixon, in a San Diego staech
last night, charged Stevenson with
a "crude attempt to inject politics
into the Near East crisis."

ion id kxdrogen bombs."
"This is not the moment to re"When I hear these Republican place the greatest commander-insneers . . . the exhortations by chief America has ever had In war
grown men that we’re not sup- or peace with a jittery, inexperposed to talk about these things -- ienced novice," Nixon said.
to
that they’re leaving them
Ikeand that we are supposed to,
too, it fills me with mortal eoncern about what may happen to

up

us," Stevenson said.
The President, meanwhile, put
his last seven days of campaigning on a day-to-day basis to remain in Washington and keep. in
close touch with the Middle Eastern crisis.

trix_r/
Cor Ind
di San Antonio CV 2-26110
-awe

Mrs.

fledonf Special
Permanent WM 7.60
Complete

Norm Rehm

CT 7-3848

GASOLINE
PRICES UP!
A new English Ford sells for $1545
and costs $9.96 weekly. Gets up
to 35 miles per gallon. Almost
any car will make the necessary
down payment.

HARVEY CALAME
AUTHORIZED DEALER
72 I Willow at Dolmas CY 5-5960

3 HOT CAKES
2 EGGS
COFFEE OR MILK

65c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSI_LA
545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Bourbon’s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT
378 W.

Santa Clara St.

CYpress 5-1767

E. DALMON

LIFE INSURANCE
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
As low as $52.50 a year for 510,100 (age 211
Pho

RAY K. FARRIS, C. L. U.
Office Cr 3-8560

Res. CY 5 62/3, CY !.ƒ 6214

SPEC/AL STOCKING OFFER/

It$
3PA
PA

doreThat’s Right Ladies! With Every-Rai
Two Pair You Get Two Spares ..
nt
hoasie"ry" foncPP’f.:;’IrsnistYthTngynailavywe:limagin7nedl’stlingAsurrpgupliarof$1(12..1tne
value for only SIAMplus a spare. When you buy this package off
two pairs and two sparrs, you arr actually getting three pairs of fine,
nylon hose. Take ads.mage of this offer SOW.,,, Clip and mail the,
coupon below for fast delivery.
.....ƒ
..... - -ree
04,
DENISE HOSIERY
RON 227, READING, PA.
Please ernd me two pairs and two spares of Denise Hosiery.
For this I ant enclosing $200.
Warne

Hair sheping 1.50

For Dancing and Listening
Dance, Banquets, Wedding’,
Exchanges

BREAKFAST

structor in air science.
The parade will Ise

Beauty Box

MUSIC

The Continentals

DICK SPEAKS OUT
En route with N’ixon Vice
President Richard M. Nixon said
Wednesday the election of Adlai
E. Stevenson would "throw a
bucket of cold water" on the
hopes of Iron Curtain countries to
know how bad the situation was in be free of their Communist overthe Middle East or if he did know lords.
and decided the American people
But the reelection of President
shouldn’t know," Stevenson saki.
Eisenhower, Nixon declared,
In Michigan, Democratic vice, would serve notice to the world
presidential candidate Sen. Estes that this country would use its
Kefauver also hit It the admin- "moral and economic strength te
istration’s
"zig-zagging foreign assure the eventual liberation e
policy."
the satellite countries."
"If we had had a real policy in
In a speech prepared for delivthe Near East, we wouldn’t have
ery in Detroit, Nixon said the
the war there today," Kefauver
Derhocratic presidential nominee
said.
is surrounded by advisers who
Nixon today revised a prewould engage in an "international
pared speech in Detroit a nd
give-away" by "writing off milcharged Stevenson’s Philadellions of people to the control of
phia address was "a shabby
the Communist leaders."
episode

trial employment is approximately
A semi-formal installation of
$5100, Dr. Myers said, and the officers was held Tuesday night
by
master of science degree would the girls living
at Walton Hall.
mean higher pay. Thirty semester Officers installed were Connie
units are needed for the MS. Groppe,
president; Anna Mendez,
degree beyond the A. B. require- secretary; Rogie Mauro, treasurer;
ments.
Charlotte LaRochelle, historian;
Gerry Weaver, social chairman;
Karen McIntyre, decoration chairAlpha Beta Alpha will hold a
man; Jenny Lund. civil defense
pledging ceremony for new 11111T)and Annie Kenyon, AWS reprebets today at 5:30 p.m. in L107.
C’hannIng Club will meet for
sentative.
its trip to Berkeley Sunday at
Newman Club will hold a Mass
Entertainment was presented
5:30 p.m. at the First Unitarian to celebrate All Saints Day today Monday evening at the monthly
Church. 160 N. 3rd St.
at 9:30 p.m at Newman Hall, 79 birthday dinner.
Delta Phi Upsilon will hold a S. 5th St. Today is the Holy Day
pledge night tonight in Room 161. for the Feast of All Saints, and
Members will meet at 6:30 p.m. a Holy
of obligation for all
and pledges at 7 p.m.
Catholics.
Hui 0 Kamanina will meet toThe Air Force drill team will
night at 7 o’clock in the Student

Day

Ste% crown told hi’. Philadelphia audience that Mix sauggettt
had been "dismissed by the
administration men an the) are
non dissntiftwing my suggestion
that we take pronipt steps to
stop the experiment al explos-
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